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CONTENT-BASED VIDEO COMPRESSION 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The invention relates to electronic video methods 
and devices, and, more particularly, to digital communica 
tion and storage systems With compressed video. 

[0002] Video communication (television, teleconferenc 
ing, and so forth) typically transmits a stream of video 
frames (images) along With audio over a transmission chan 
nel for real time vieWing and listening by a receiver. 
HoWever, transmission channels frequently add corrupting 
noise and have limited bandWidth (e.g., television channels 
limited to 6 MHZ). Consequently, digital video transmission 
With compression enjoys Widespread use. In particular, 
various standards for compression of digital video have 
emerged and include H.261, MPEG-1, and MPEG-2, With 
more to folloW, including in development H.263 and 
MPEG4. There are similar audio compression methods such 
as CELP and MELP. 

[0003] Tekalp, Digital Video Processing (Prentice Hall 
1995), Clarke, Digital Compression of Still Images and 
Video (Academic Press 1995), and Schafer et al, Digital 
Video Coding Standards and Their Role in Video Commu 
nications, 83 Proc. IEEE 907 (1995), include summaries of 
various compression methods, including descriptions of the 
H.261, MPEG-1, and MPEG-2 standards plus the H.263 
recommendations and indications of the desired functional 
ities of MPEG-4. These references and all other references 
cited are hereby incorporated by reference. 

[0004] H.261 compression uses interframe prediction to 
reduce temporal redundancy and discrete cosine transform 
(DCT) on a block level together With high spatial frequency 
cutoff to reduce spatial redundancy. H.261 is recommended 
for use With transmission rates in multiples of 64 Kbps 
(kilobits per second) to 2 Mbps (megabits per second). 

[0005] The H.263 recommendation is analogous to H.261 
but for bitrates of about 22 Kbps (tWisted pair telephone Wire 
compatible) and With motion estimation at half-pixel accu 
racy (Which eliminates the need for loop ?ltering available 
in H.261) and overlapped motion compensation to obtain a 
denser motion ?eld (set of motion vectors) at the eXpense of 
more computation and adaptive sWitching betWeen motion 
compensation With 16 by 16 macroblock and 8 by 8 blocks. 

[0006] MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 also use temporal predic 
tion folloWed by tWo dimensional DCT transformation on a 
block level as H261, but they make further use of various 
combinations of motion-compensated prediction, interpola 
tion, and intraframe coding. MPEG-1 aims at video CDs and 
Works Well at rates about 1-1.5 Mbps for frames of about 360 
piXels by 240 lines and 24-30 frames per second. MPEG-1 
de?nes I, P, and B frames With I frames intraframe, P frames 
coded using motion-compensation prediction from previous 
I or P frames, and B frames using motion-compensated 
bi-directional prediction/interpolation from adjacent I and P 
frames. 

[0007] MPEG-2 aims at digital television (720 piXels by 
480 lines) and uses bitrates up to about 10 Mbps With 
MPEG-1 type motion compensation With I, P, and B frames 
plus adds scalability (a loWer bitrate may be extracted to 
transmit a loWer resolution image). 
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[0008] HoWever, the foregoing MPEG compression meth 
ods result in a number of unacceptable artifacts such as 
blockiness and unnatural object motion When operated at 
very-loW-bit-rates. Because these techniques use only the 
statistical dependencies in the signal at a block level and do 
not consider the semantic content of the video stream, 
artifacts are introduced at the block boundaries under very 
loW-bit-rates (high quantiZation factors). Usually these 
block boundaries do not correspond to physical boundaries 
of the moving objects and hence visually annoying artifacts 
result. Unnatural motion arises When the limited bandWidth 
forces the frame rate to fall beloW that required for smooth 
motion. 

[0009] MPEG-4 is to apply to transmission bitrates of 10 
Kbps to 1 Mbps and is to use a content-based coding 
approach With functionalities such as scalability, content 
based manipulations, robustness in error prone environ 
ments, multimedia data access tools, improved coding ef? 
ciency, ability to encode both graphics and video, and 
improved random access. Avideo coding scheme is consid 
ered content scalable if the number and/or quality of simul 
taneous objects coded can be varied. Object scalability refers 
to controlling the number of simultaneous objects conded 
and quality scalability refers to controlling the spatial and/or 
temporal resolutions of the coded objects. Scalability is an 
important feature for video coding methods operating across 
transmission channels of limited bandWidth and also chan 
nels Where the bandWidth is dynamic. For eXample, a 
content-scalable video coder has the ability to optimiZe the 
performance in the face of limited bandWidth by encoding 
and transmitting only the important objects in the scene at a 
high quality. It can then choose to either drop the remaining 
objects or code them at a much loWer quality. When the 
bandWidth of the channel increases, the coder can then 
transmit additional bits to improve the quality of the poorly 
coded objects or restore the missing objects. 

[0010] Musmann et al, Object-Oriented Analysis-Synthe 
sis Coding of Moving Images, 1 Sig. Proc.: Image Comm. 
117 (1989), illustrates hierarchical moving object detection 
using source models. Tekalp, chapters 23-24 also discusses 
object-based coding. 

[0011] Medioni et al, Corner Detection and Curvature 
Representation Using Cubic B-Splines, 39 Comp. Vis. 
GrphImage Processing, 267 (1987), shoWs encoding of 
curves With B-Splines. Similarly, Foley et al, Computer 
Graphics (Addison-Wesley 2d Ed.), pages 491-495 and 
504-507, discusses cubic B-splines and Catmull-Rom 
splines (Which are constrained to pass through the control 
points). 

[0012] In order to achieve ef?cient transmission of video, 
a system must utiliZe compression schemes that are band 
Width ef?cient. The compressed video data is then transmit 
ted over communication channels Which are prone to errors. 
For video coding schemes Which exploit temporal correla 
tion in the video data, channel errors result in the decoder 
losing synchroniZation With the encoder. Unless suitably 
dealt With, this can result in noticeable degradation of the 
picture quality. To maintain satisfactory video quality or 
quality of service, it is desirable to use schemes to protect the 
data from these channel errors. HoWever, error protection 
schemes come With the price of an increased bitrate. More 
over, it is not possible to correct all possible errors using a 
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given error-control code. Hence, it becomes necessary to 
resort to some other techniques in addition to error control 
to effectively remove annoying and visually disturbing arti 
facts introduced by these channel induced errors. 

[0013] In fact, a typical channel, such as a Wireless chan 
nel, over Which compressed video is transmitted is charac 
teriZed by high random bit error rates (BER) and multiple 
burst errors. The random bit errors occur With a probability 
of around 0.001 and the burst errors have a duration that 
usually lasts up to 24 milliseconds (msec). 

[0014] Error correcting codes such as the Reed-Solomon 
(RS) codes correct random errors up to a designed number 
per block of code symbols. Problems arise When codes are 
used over channels prone to burst errors because the errors 
tend to be clustered in a small number of received symbols. 
The commercial digital music compact disc (CD) uses 
interleaved codeWords so that channel bursts may be spread 
out over multiple codeWords upon decoding. In particular, 
the CD error control encoder uses tWo shortened RS codes 
With 8-bit symbols from the code alphabet GF(256). Thus 
16-bit sound samples each take tWo information symbols. 
First, the samples are encoded tWelve at a time (thus 24 
symbols) by a (28,24) RS code, then the 28-symbol code 
Words pass a 28-branch interleaver With delay increments of 
28? symbols betWeen branches. Thus 28 successive 28-sym 
bol codeWords are interleaved symbol by symbol. After the 
interleaving, the 28-symbol blocks are encoded With a 
(32,28) RS coder to output 32-symbol codeWords for trans 
mission. The decoder is a mirror image: a (32,28) RS 
decoder, 28-branch deinterleaver With delay increment 4 
symbols, and a (28,24) RS decoder. The (32,28) RS decoder 
can correct 1 error in an input 32-symbol codeWord and can 
output 28 erased symbols for tWo or more errors in the 
32-symbol input codeWord. The deinterleaver then spreads 
these erased symbols over 28 codeWords. The (28,24) RS 
decoder is set to detect up to and including 4 symbol errors 
Which are then replaced With erased symbols in the 24-sym 
bol output Words; for 5 or more errors, all 24 symbols are 
erased. This corresponds to erased music samples. The 
decoder may interpolate the erased music samples With 
adjacent samples. Generally, see Wickes, Error Control 
Systems for Digital Communication and Storage (Prentice 
Hall 1995). 

[0015] There are several hardWare and softWare imple 
mentations of the H.261, MPEG-1, and MPEG-2 compres 
sion and decompression. The hardWare can be single or 
multichip integrated circuit implementations (see Tekalp 
pages 455-456) or general purpose processors such as the 
Ultrasparc or TMS320C80 running appropriate softWare. 
Public domain softWare is available from the Portable Video 
Research Group at Stanford University. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0016] The present invention provides content-based 
video compression With difference region encoding instead 
of strictly moving object encoding, blockWise contour 
encoding, motion compensation failure encoding connected 
to the blockWise contour tiling, subband including Wavelet 
encoding restricted to subregions of a frame, scalability by 
uncovered background associated With objects, and error 
robustness through embedded synchroniZation in each mov 
ing object’s code plus coder feedback to a deinterleaver. It 
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also provides video systems With applications for this com 
pression, such as video telephony and ?xed camera surveil 
lance for security, including time-lapse surveillance, With 
digital storage in random access memories. 

[0017] Advantages include efficient loW bitrate video 
encoding With object scalability and error robustness With 
very-loW-bit-rate video compression Which alloWs conve 
nient transmission and storage. This permits loW bitrate 
teleconferencing and also surveillance information storage 
by random access hard disk drive rather than serial access 
magnetic tape. And the segmentation of moving objects 
permits concentration on any one or more of the moving 

objects (MPEG-4). 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0018] The draWings are schematic for clarity. 

[0019] FIG. 1 shoWs a preferred embodiment telephony 
system. 

[0020] FIG. 2 illustrates a preferred embodiment surveil 
lance system. 

[0021] FIG. 3 is a How diagram for a preferred embodi 
ment video compression. 

[0022] FIGS. 4a-a' shoW motion segmentation. 

[0023] FIGS. 5a-g illustrate boundary contour encoding. 

[0024] FIG. 6 shoWs motion compensation. 

[0025] FIG. 7 illustrates motion failure regions. 

[0026] FIG. 8 shoWs the control grid on the motion failure 
regions. 
[0027] FIG. 9a-b shoW a single Wavelet ?ltering stage. 

[0028] 
[0029] FIG. 11 illustrates a Zerotree for Wavelet coeffi 
cient quantization. 

[0030] FIG. 12 is a Wavelet compressor block diagram. 

[0031] FIGS. 13a-v shoW scalability steps. 

[0032] FIGS. 14a-b are a scene With and Without a par 
ticular object. 

[0033] 
decoder. 

[0034] 

FIGS. 10a-c illustrates Wavelet decomposition. 

FIGS. 15a-b shoW an error correcting coder and 

FIGS. 16a-b illustrate decoder feedback. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0035] OvervieW of Compression and Decompression 

[0036] FIG. 1 illustrates in block diagram a preferred 
embodiment video-telephony (teleconferencing) system 
Which transmits both speech and an image of the speaker 
using preferred embodiment compression, encoding, decod 
ing, and decompression including error correction With the 
encoding and decoding. Of course, FIG. 1 shoWs only 
transmission in one direction and to only one receiver, in 
practice a second camera and second receiver Would be used 
for transmission in the opposite direction and a third or more 
receivers and transmitters could be connected into the sys 
tem. The video and speech are separately compressed and 
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the allocation of transmission channel bandwidth between 
video and speech may be dynamically adjusted depending 
upon the situation. The costs of telephone network band 
width demand a low-bit-rate transmission. Indeed, very 
low-bit-rate video compression ?nds use in multimedia 
applications where visual quality may be compromised. 

[0037] FIG. 2 shows a ?rst preferred embodiment surveil 
lance system, generally denoted by reference numeral 200, 
as comprising one or more ?xed video cameras 202 focussed 

on stationary background 204 (with occasional moving 
objects 206 passing in the ?eld of view) plus video com 
pressor 208 together with remote storage 210 plus decoder 
and display 220. Compressor 208 provides compression of 
the stream of video images of the scene (for example, 30 
frames a second with each frame 176 by 144 8-bit mono 
chrome pixels) so that the data transmission rate from 
compressor 208 to storage 210 may be very low, for example 
22 Kbits per second, while retaining high quality images. 
System 200 relies on the stationary background and only 
encodes moving objects (which appear as regions in the 
frames which move relative to the background) with pre 
dictive motion to achieve the low data rate. This low data 
rate enables simple transmission channels from cameras to 
monitors and random access memory storage such as mag 
netic hard disk drives available for personal computers. 
Indeed, a singe telephone line with a modem may transmit 
the compressed video image stream to a remote monitor. 
Further, storage of the video image stream for a time 
interval, such as a day or week as required by the particular 
surveillance situation, will require much less memory after 
such compression. 

[0038] Video camera 202 may be a CCD camera with an 
in camera analog-to-digital convertor so that the output to 
compressor 208 is a sequence of digital frames as generally 
illustrated in FIG. 2; alternatively, analog cameras with 
additional hardware may be used to generate the digital 
video stream of frames. Compressor 208 may be hardwired 
or, more conveniently, a digital signal processor (DSP) with 
the compression steps stored in onboard memory, RAM or 
ROM or both. For example, a TMS320C50 or TMS320C80 
type DSP may suf?ce. Also, for a teleconferencing system as 
shown in FIG. 1, error correction with real time reception 
may be included and implemented on general purpose 
processors. 

[0039] FIG. 3 shows a high level How diagram for the 
preferred embodiment video compression methods which 
include the following steps for an input consisting of a 
sequence of frames, F0, F1, F2, . . . , with each frame 144 
rows of 176 pixels or 288 rows of 352 pixels and with a 
frame rate of 10 frames per second. Details of the steps 
appear in the following sections. 

[0040] Frames of these two siZes partition into arrays of 9 
rows of 11 macroblocks with each macroblock being 16 
pixels by 16 pixels or 18 rows of 22 macroblocks. The 
frames will be encoded as I pictures or P pictures; B pictures 
with their backward interpolation would create overly large 
time delays for very low bitrate transmission. An I picture 
occurs only once every 5 or 10 seconds, and the majority of 
frames are P pictures. For the 144 rows of 176 pixels siZe 
frames, roughly an I picture will be encoded with 20 Kbits 
and a P picture with 2 Kbits, so the overall bitrate will be 
roughly 22 Kbps (only 10 frames per second or less). The 
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frames may be monochrome or color with the color given by 
an intensity frame (Y signal) plus one quarter resolution 
(subsampled) color combination frames (U and V signals). 

[0041] (1) Initially, encode the Zeroth frame FO as an I 
picture like in MPEG-1,2 using a waveform coding tech 
nique based on the DCT or wavelet transform. For the DCT 
case, partition the frame into 8 by 8 blocks; compute the 
DCT of each block; cutoff the high spatial frequencies; 
quantiZe and encode the remaining frequencies, and trans 
mit. The encoding includes run length encoding, then Huff 
man encoding, and then error correction encoding. For the 
wavelet case, compute the multi-level decomposition of the 
frame; quantiZe and encode the resulting wavelet coef? 
cients, and transmit. Other frames will also be encoded as I 
pictures with the frequency dependent upon the transmission 
channel bitrate. And for FN to be an I picture, encode in the 
same manner. 

[0042] (2) For frame FN to be a P picture, detect moving 
objects in the frame by ?nding the regions of change from 
reconstructed FN_1 to FN. Reconstructed FN_1 is the appro 
bation to FN_1 which is actually transmitted as described 
below. Note that the regions of change need not be parti 
tioned into moving objects plus uncovered background and 
will only approximately describe the moving objects. How 
ever, this approximation suffices and provides more ef?cient 
low coding. Of course, an alternative would be to also make 
this partition into moving objects plus uncovered back 
ground through mechanisms such as inverse motion vectors 
to determine if a region maps to outside of the change region 
in the previous frame and thus is uncovered background, 
edge detection to determine the object, or presumption of 
object characteristics (models) to distinguish the object from 
background. 
[0043] (3) For each connected component of the regions of 
change from step (2), code its boundary contour, including 
any interior holes. Thus the boundaries of moving objects 
are not exactly coded; rather, the boundaries of entire 
regions of change are coded and approximate the boundaries 
of the moving objects. The boundary coding may be either 
by splines approximating the boundary or by a binary mask 
indicating blocks within the region of change. The spline 
provides more accurate representation of the boundary, but 
the binary mask uses a smaller number of bits. Note that the 
connected components of the regions of change may be 
determined by a raster scanning of the binary image mask 
and sorting pixels in the mask into groups, which may 
merge, according to the sorting of adjacent pixels. The ?nal 
groups of pixels are the connected components (connected 
regions). For example of a program, see Ballard et al, 
Computer Vision (Prentice Hall) at pages 149-152. For 
convenience in the following the connected components 
(connected regions) may be referred to as (moving) objects. 

[0044] (4) Remove temporal redundancies in the video 
sequence by motion estimation of the objects from the 
previous frame. In particular, match a 16 by 16 block in an 
object in the current frame FN with the 16 by 16 block in the 
same location in the preceding reconstructed frame FN_1 plus 
translations of this block up to 15 pixels in all directions. The 
best match de?nes the motion vector for this block, and an 
approximation F‘N to the current frame FN can be synthe 
siZed from the preceding frame FN_1 by using the motion 
vectors with their corresponding blocks of the preceding 
frame. 
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[0045] (5) After the use of motion of objects to synthesize 
an approximation F‘N, there may still be areas Within the 
frame Which contain a signi?cant amount of residual infor 
mation, such as for fast changing areas. That is, the regions 
of difference betWeen FN and the synthesized approximation 
F‘N have motion segmentation applied analogous to the steps 
(2)-(3) to de?ne the motion failure regions Which contain 
signi?cant information. 

[0046] (6) Encode the motion failure regions from step (5) 
using a Waveform coding technique based on the DCT or 
Wavelet transform. For the DCT case, tile the regions With 
16 by 16 macroblocks, apply the DCT on 8 by 8 blocks of 
the macroblocks, quantiZe and encode (runlength and then 
Huffman coding). For the Wavelet case, set all pixel values 
outside the regions to Zero, apply the multi-level decompo 
sition, quantiZe and encode (Zerotree and then arithmetic 
coding) only those Wavelet coef?ciencts corresponding to 
the selected regions. 

[0047] (7) Assemble the encoded information for I pic 
tures (DCT or Wavelet data) and P pictures (objects ordered 
With each object having contour, motion vectors, and motion 
failure data). These can be codeWords from a table of 
Huffman codes; this is not a dynamic table but rather 
generated experimentally. 

[0048] (8) Insert resynchroniZation Words at the beginning 
of each I picture data, each P picture, each contour data, each 
motion vector data, and each motion failure data. These 
resynchroniZation Words are unique in that they do not 
appear in the Huffman codeWord table and thus can be 
unambiguously determined. 

[0049] (9) Encode the resulting bitstream from step (8) 
With Reed-Solomon codes together With interleaving. Then 
transmit or store. 

[0050] (10) Decode a received encoded bitstream by 
Reed-Solomon plus deinterleaving. The resynchroniZation 
Words help after decoding failure and also provide access 
points for random access. Further, the decoding may be With 
shortened Reed Solomon decoders on either side of the 
deinterleaver plus feedback from the second decoder to the 
?rst decoder (a stored copy of the decoder input) for 
enhanced of error correction. 

[0051] (11) Additional functionalities such as object scal 
ability (selective encoding/decoding of objects in the 
sequence) and quality scalability (selective enhancement of 
the quality of the objects) Which result in a scalable bit 
stream are also supported. 

[0052] Moving Object Detection and Segmentation 

[0053] The ?rst preferred embodiment method detects and 
segments moving objects by use of regions of difference 
betWeen successive video frames but does not attempt to 
segregate such regions into moving objects plus uncovered 
background. This simpli?es the information but appears to 
provide suf?cient quality. In particular, for frame FN at each 
pixel ?nd the absolute value of the difference in the intensity 
(Y signal) betWeen EN and reconstructed FN_1. For 8-bit 
intensities (256 levels labelled 0 to 255), the camera cali 
bration variability Would suggest taking the intensity range 
of 0 to 15 to be dark and the range 240-255 to be saturated 
brightness. The absolute value of the intensity difference at 
a pixel Will lie in the range from 0 to 255, so eliminate 
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minimal differences and form a binary image of differences 
by thresholding (set any pixel absolute difference of less 
than or equal to 5 or 10 (depending upon the scene ambient 
illumination) to 0 and any pixel absolute difference greater 
than 30 to 1). This yields a binary image Which may appear 
speckled FIGS. 4a-b illustrate tWo successive frames and 
FIG. 4c the binary image of thresholded absolute difference 
With black pixels indicating 1s and indicating signi?cant 
differences and the White background pixels indicating Us. 

[0054] Then eliminate small isolated areas in the binary 
image, such as Would result from noise, by median ?ltering 
(replace a 1 at a pixel With a 0 if the 4 (8?) nearest neighbor 
pixels are all Us). 

[0055] Next, apply the morphological close operation 
(dilate operation folloWed by erode operation) to ?ll-in 
betWeen close by 1s; that is, replace the speckled areas of 
FIG. 4c With solid areas. Use dilate and erode operations 
With a circular kernel of radius K pixels (K may be 11 for 
QC1F frames and 13 for CIF frames); in particular, the dilate 
operation replaces a 0 pixel With a 1 if any other pixel Within 
K pixels of the original 0 pixel is a 1 pixel, and the erode 
operation replaces a 1 pixel With a 0 unless all pixels Within 
K pixels of the original 1 pixel are all also 1 pixels. After the 
close operation, apply the open operation (erode operation 
folloWed by dilate operation) to remove small isolated areas 
of 1s. This yields a set of connected components (regions) of 
1 pixels With fairly smooth boundaries as illustrated in FIG. 
4d. Note that a connected component may have one or more 
interior holes Which also provide boundary contours. 

[0056] Then raster scan the binary image to detect and 
label connected regions and their boundary contours (a pixel 
Which is a 1 and has at least one nearest neighbor pixel 
Which is a 0 is deemed a boundary contour pixel). A 
procedure such as ccomp (see Ballard reference or the 
Appendix) can accomplish this. Each of these regions pre 
sumptively indicates one or more moving objects plus 
background uncovered by the motion. Small regions can be 
disregarded by using a threshold such as a minimum differ 
ence betWeen extreme boundary pixel coordinates. Such 
small regions may groW in succeeding frames and eventu 
ally arise in the motion failure regions of a later frame. Of 
course, a connected region cannot be smaller than the 
K-pixel-radius dilate/erode kernel, otherWise it Would not 
have survived the open operation. 

[0057] Contour Representation 

[0058] The preferred embodiments have an option of 
boundary contour encoding by either spline approximation 
or blocks straddling the contour; this permits a choice of 
either high resolution or loW resolution and thus provides a 
scalability. The boundary contour encoding With the block 
representation takes feWer bits but is less accurate than the 
spline representation. Thus a tradeoff exits Which may be 
selected according to the application. 

[0059] Block Boundary Contour Representation. 

[0060] For each of the connected regions in the binary 
image derived from FN in the preceding section, ?nd the 
bounding rectangle for the region by ?nding the smallest and 
largest boundary pixel x coordinates and y coordinates: the 
smallest x coordinate (x0) and the smallest y coordinate (yo) 
de?ne the loWer lefthand rectangle corner (xO,yO) and the 
largest coordinates de?ne the upper righthand corner (x1,y1); 
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see FIG. 5a showing a connected region and FIG. 5b the 
region plus the bounding rectangle. 

[0061] Next, tile the rectangle With 16 by 16 macroblocks 
starting at (xO,yO) and With the macroblocks extending past 
the upper and/or righthand edges if the rectangles sides are 
not multiples of 16 pixels; see FIG. 5c illustrating a tiling. 
If the tiling Would extend outside of the frame, then translate 
the corner (xO,yO) to just keep the tiling Within the frame. 

[0062] Form a bit map With a 1 representing the tiling 
macroblocks that have at least 50 of their 256 pixels (i.e., at 
least about 20%) on the boundary or inside the region and a 
0 for macroblocks that do not. This provides the block 
description of the boundary contour: the starting corner 
(xO,y0) and the bit map. See FIG. 5a' shoWing the bit map. 

[0063] The corner plus bit map information Will be trans 
mitted if the region is small; that is, if at most 3 or 4 
macroblocks tile the bounding rectangle. In case the region 
is larger, a more ef?cient coding proceeds as folloWs. First, 
compare the bit map With the bit maps of the previous frame, 
typically the previous frame has only 3 or 4 bit maps. If a bit 
map match is found, then compare the associated corner, 
(x‘O,y‘O), of the previous frame’s bit map With (xO,yO). Then 
if (x‘O,y‘O) equals (xO,yO), a bit indicating the corner and bit 
map matching those of the previous frame can be transmit 
ted instead of the full bit map and corner. FIG. 5a' suggests 
this single bit contour transmission. 

[0064] Similarly, if a bit map match is found With a bit 
map of the previous frame but the associated corner (x‘O,y‘O) 
does not equal (xO,yO), then transmit a translation vector 
[(x‘O,y‘O)—(xO,yO)] instead of the full bit map and corner. This 
translation vector typically Will be fairly small because 
objects do not move too much frame-to-frame. See FIG. 56. 

[0065] Further, if a bit map match is not found, but the bit 
map difference is not large, such as only 4 or 5 macroblock 
differences, both added and removed, then transmit the 
locations of the changed macroblocks plus any translation 
vector of the associated rectangle corners, (x‘O,y‘O)—(xO,yO). 
See FIG. 5f 

[0066] Lastly, for a large difference in macroblocks, just 
transmit the corner (xO,yO) plus run length encode the bit 
map along roWs of macroblocks in the bounding rectangle as 
illustrated in FIG. 5g for transmission. Note that large 
enough holes Within the region plus projections can give rise 
to multiple runs in a roW. 

[0067] (ii) Spline Boundary Contour Representation: 

[0068] For each connected region derived in the preceding 
section ?nd corner points of the boundary contour(s), 
including of any interior holes, of the region. Note that a 
region of siZe roughly 50 pixels in diameter Will have very 
roughly 200-300 pixels in its boundary contour, so use about 
20% of the pixels in a contour representation. A Catmull 
Rom spline (see the Foley reference or the Appendix) ?t to 
the corner points approximates the boundary. 

[0069] Motion Estimation 

[0070] For each connected region and bit map derived 
from FN in the preceding section, estimate the motion 
vector(s) of the region as folloWs. First, for each 16 by 16 
macroblock in FN Which corresponds to a macroblock indi 
cated by the bit map to be Within the region, compare this 
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macroblock With macroblocks in the previous reconstructed 
frame, FN_1 Which are translates of up to 15 pixels (the 
search area) of this macroblock in FN. The comparison is the 
sum of the absolute differences in the pixel intensities of the 
selected macroblock in FN and the compared macroblock in 
FN_1 With the sum over the 256 pixels of the macroblock. 
The search is performed at a sub-pixel resolution (half pixel 
With interpolation for comparison) to get a good match and 
extends 15 pixels in all directions. The motion vector 
corresponding to the translation of the selected macroblock 
of FN to the FN_1 macroblock(s) With minimum sum differ 
ences can then be taken as an estimate of the motion of the 
selected macroblock. Note that use of the same macroblock 
locations as in the bit map eliminates the need to transmit an 
additional starting location. See FIG. 6 indicating a motion 
vector. 

[0071] If the minimum sum differences de?ning the 
motion vector is above a threshold, then none of the mac 
roblocks searched in FN_1 suf?ciently matches the selected 
macroblock in FN and so do not use the motion vector 
representation. Rather, simply encode the selected macrob 
lock as an I block (intraframe encoded in its entirety) and not 
as a P block (predicted as a translation of a block of the 

previous frame). 
[0072] Next, for each macroblock having a motion vector, 
subdivide the macroblock into four 8 by 8 blocks in FN and 
repeat the comparisons With translates of 8 by 8 blocks of 
FNV1 to ?nd a motion vector for each 8 by 8 block. If the total 
number of code bits needed for the four motion vectors of 
the 8 by 8 blocks is less than the number of code bits for the 
motion vector of 16 by 16 macroblock and if the Weighted 
error With the use of four motion vectors compared to the 
single macroblock motion vector, then use the 8 by 8 block 
motion vectors. 

[0073] Average the motion vectors over all macroblocks in 
FN Which are Within the region to ?nd an average motion 
vector for the entire region. Then if none of the macroblock 
motion vectors differs from the average motion vector by 
more than a threshold, only the average motion need be 
transmitted. Also, the average motion vector can be used in 
error recovery as noted in the folloWing Error Concealment 
section. 

[0074] Thus for each connected region found in FN by the 
foregoing segmentation section, transmit the motion vec 
tor(s) plus bit map. Typically, teleconferencing With 176 by 
144 pixel frames Will require 100-150 bits to encode the 
shapes of the expected 2 to 4 connected regions plus 
200-300 bits for the motion vectors. 

[0075] Also, the optional 8 by 8 or 16 by 16 motion 
vectors and overlapped motion compensation techniques 
may be used. 

[0076] Motion Failure Region Detection 

[0077] An approximation to FN can be synthesiZed from 
reconstructed FN_1 by use of the motion vectors plus corre 
sponding (macro) blocks from FN_1 as found in the preced 
ing section: for a pixel in the portion of FN lying outside of 
the difference regions found in the Segmentation section, 
just use the value of the corresponding pixel in FN_1, and for 
a pixel in a connected region, use the value of the corre 
sponding pixel in the macroblock in FN_1 Which the motion 
vector translates to the macroblock in FN containing the 
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pixel. The pixels in FN With intensities Which differ by more 
than a threshold from the intensity of the corresponding 
pixel in the approximation synthesized by use of the motion 
vectors plus corresponding (macro)blocks from FN_1 repre 
sent a motion compensation failure region. To handle this 
motion failure region, the intensity differences are thresh 
olded, next median ?ltered, and subjected to the morpho 
logical close and open operations in the same manner as the 
differences from FN_1 to EN described in the foregoing object 
detection and segmentation section. Note that the motion 
failure regions Will lie inside of moving object regions; see 
FIG. 7 as an illustration. 

[0078] If a spline boundary contour Was used, then only 
consider the portion of a macroblock inside the boundary 
contour. 

[0079] Residual Signal Encoding 

[0080] Encode the motion failure regions as folloWs: tile 
these motion failure regions With the 16 by 16 macroblocks 
of the bit map of the foregoing boundary contour section, 
this eliminates the need to transmit a starting pixel for the 
tiling because it is the same as for the bit map. This also 
means that the tiling moves With the object and thus may 
lessen the changes. 

[0081] For the motion failure regions, in each macroblock 
simply apply DCT With quantization of coefficients and 
runlength encoding and then Huffman encoding. See FIG. 8 
shoWing the macroblocks Within the grid. 

[0082] A preferred embodiment motion failure region 
encoding uses Wavelets instead of DCT or DPCM. In 
particular, a preferred embodiment uses a Wavelet transform 
on the macroblocks of the motion failure region as illus 
trated in FIG. 8. Recall that a Wavelet transform is tradi 
tionally a full frame transform based on translations and 
dilations of a mother Wavelet, 1I'( ), and a mother scaling 
function, (I>( ); both and CI>() are essentially nonzero for 
only a feW adjacent pixels, depending upon the particular 
mother Wavelet. Then basis functions for a Wavelet trans 

form in one dimension are the \IIn>rn(t)=2_m/2 IP(2_mt—n) for 
integers n and m. 1I'( ) and (I>( ) are chosen to make the 
translations and dilations orthogonal analogous to the 
orthogonality of the sin(kt) and cos(kt) so a transform can be 
easily computed by integration (summation for the discrete 
case). The tWo dimensional transform simply uses basis 
functions as the products of lI'n)rn( )s in each dimension. 
Note that the index n denotes translations and the index m 
denotes dilations. Compression arises from quantization of 
the transformation coef?cients analogous to compression 
With DCT. See for example, Antonini et al, Image Coding 
Using Wavelet Transform, 1 IEEE Tran Image Proc. 205 
(1992) and Mallat, A Theory for Multiresolution Signal 
Decomposition: The Wavelet Representation, 11 IEEE Tran. 
Patt. Anal. Mach. Intel. 674 (1989) for discussion of Wavelet 
transformations. For discrete variables the Wavelet transfor 
mation may also be vieWed as subband ?ltering: the ?lter 
outputs are the reconstructions from sets of transform coef 
?cients. Wavelet transformations proceed by successive 
stages of decomposition of an image through ?lterings into 
four subbands: loWpass horizontally With loWpass vertically, 
highpass horizontally With loWpass vertically, loWpass hori 
zontally With highpass vertically, and highpass both hori 
zontally and vertically. In the ?rst stage the highpass ?ltering 
is convolution With the translates ‘I'D;1 and the loWpass is 
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convolution With the scaling function translates (13ml. At the 
second stage the output of the ?rst stage subband of loWpass 
in both horizontal and vertical is again ?ltered into four 
subbands but With highpass ?ltering noW convolution With 
‘PD;2 Which in a sense has half the frequency of 1PM; 
similarly, the loWpass ?ltering is convolution With (D112. 
FIGS. 9a-b illustrate the four subband ?lterings With rec 
ognition that each ?ltered image can be subsampled by a 
factor of 2 in each direction, so the four output images have 
the same number of pixels as the original input image. The 
preferred embodiments may use biorthogonal Wavelets 
Which provides ?lters With linear phase. The biorthogonal 
Wavelets are similar to the orthogonal Wavelets described 
above but use tWo related mother Wavelets and mother 
scaling functions (for the decomposition and reconstruction 
stages). See for example, Villasenor et al, Filter Evaluation 
and Selection in Wavelet Image Compression, IEEE Pro 
ceedings of Data Compression Conference, SnoWbird, Utah 
(1994) Which provides several examples of good biorthogo 
nal Wavelets. The preferred embodiment may use the (6,2) 
tap ?lter pair from the Villasenor paper Which has loW pass 
?lter coef?cients of: hO=0.707107 h1=0.707107 and gO=— 
0.088388 g1=0.088388 g2=0.707107 g3=0.707107 
g4=0.088388 g5=—0.088388 for the analysis and synthesis 
?lters. 

[0083] Preferred embodiment Wavelet transforms gener 
ally selectively code information in only regions of interest 
in an image by coding only the regions in the subbands at 
each stage Which correspond to the original regions of 
interest in the original image. See FIGS. 10a-c. heuristically 
illustrating hoW regions appear in the subband ?ltered 
outputs. This approach avoids spending bits outside of the 
regions of interest and improves video quality. The speci?c 
use for motion failure regions is a special case of only 
encoding regions of interest. Note that the thesis of H. J. 
Barnard (“Image and Video Coding Using a Wavelet 
Decomposition”, Technische Universiteit Delft, 1994) seg 
ments an image into relatively homogeneous regions and 
then uses different Wavelet transforms to code each region 
and only considered single images, not video sequences. 
Barnard’s method also requires the Wavelet transformation 
be modi?ed for each region shape; this adds complexity to 
the ?ltering stage and the coding stage. The preferred 
embodiments use a single ?ltering transform. Further, the 
preferred embodiment applies to regions of interest, not just 
homogeneous regions as in Barnard and Which ?ll up the 
entire frame. 

[0084] The preferred embodiments represents regions of 
interest With an image map. The map represents Which 
pixels in a given image lie Within the regions of interest. The 
simplest form is a binary map representing to be coded or 
not to be coded. If more than tWo values are used in the map, 
then varying priorities can be given to different regions. This 
map must also be transmitted to the decoder as side infor 
mation. For efficiency, the map information can be com 
bined With other side information such as motion compen 
sation. 

[0085] The map is used during quantization. Since the 
Wavelets decompose the image into subbands, the ?rst step 
is to transfer the map to the subband structure (that is, 
determine Which locations in the subband output images 
correspond to the original map). This produces a set of 
subregions in the subbands to be coded. FIGS. 10a-c shoW 
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the subregions: FIG. 10a shows the original image map With 
the regions of interest shown, and FIG. 10b shoWs the four 
subband outputs With the corresponding regions of interest 
to be coded after one stage of decomposition. FIG. 10c 
shoWs the subband structure after tWo stages and With the 
regions of interest. 

[0086] The preferred embodiment ?rst sets the pixels 
outside of the regions of interest to 0 and then applies the 
Wavelet decomposition (subband ?ltering stages). After 
decomposition and during the quantization of the Wavelet 
transform coefficients, the encoder only sends information 
about values that lie Within the subregions of interest to be 
coded. The quantization of coef?cients provides compres 
sion analogous to DCT transform coefficient quantization. 
Experiments shoW that the video quality increases With 
compression using the regions of interest approach as com 
pared to not using it. 

[0087] There is some slight sacri?ce made in representing 
the values near the edges of the selected regions of interest 
because the Wavelet ?ltering process Will smear the infor 
mation someWhat and any information that smears outside 
the region of interest boundary is lost. This means that there 
is no guarantee of perfect reconstruction for values inside 
the region of interest even if the values in the regions of 
interest Were perfectly coded. In practice, this does not seem 
to be a severe hardship because the level of quantization 
required for typical compression applications means that the 
images are far from any perfect reconstruction levels any 
Way and the small effect near the edges can be ignored for 
all practical purposes. 

[0088] The preferred embodiments may use the zerotree 
quantization method for the transform coef?cients. See 
Shapiro, Embedded Image Coding Using Zerotrees of 
Wavelet coef?cients, 41 IEEE Trans. Sig. Proc. 3445 (1993) 
for details of the zerotree method applied to single images. 
The zerotree method implies that the only zerotrees that lie 
Within the subregions of interest are coded. Of course, other 
quantization methods could be used instead of zerotree. 
FIG. 11 illustrates the zerotree relations. 

[0089] In applications the regions of interest can be 
selected in many Ways, such as areas that contain large 
numbers of errors (such as quantizing video after motion 
compensation) or areas corresponding to perceptually 
important images features (such as faces) or objects for 
scalable compression. Having the ability to select regions is 
especially useful in motion compensated video coding 
Where quantization of residual images typically contain 
information concentrated in areas of motion rather than 
uniformly spread over the frame. 

[0090] Regions of interest can be selected as macroblocks 
Which have errors that exceed a threshold after motion 
compensation. This application essentially combines region 
of interest map information With motion compensation 
information. Further, the regions of interest could be mac 
roblocks covering objects and their motion failure regions as 
described in the foregoing. 

[0091] FIG. 12 illustrates a video compressor using the 
Wavelet transform on regions of interest. 

[0092] An alternative preferred embodiment uses a Wave 
let transform on the motion failure region macroblocks and 
these may be aligned With the rectangular grid. 
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[0093] (1) Initially, encode the zeroth frame FO as an I 
picture. Compute the multi-level decomposition of the entire 
frame; quantize and encode the resulting Wavelet coef? 
cients, and transmit. The preferred embodiment uses the 
zerotree method of quantization and encoding. Any subse 
quent frame FN that is to be an I picture can be encoded in 
the same manner. 

[0094] (2) For each frame encoded as a P picture (not an 
I picture), perform motion compensation on the input frame 
by comparing the pixel values in the frame With pixel values 
in the previous reconstructed frame. The resulting predicted 
frame is subtracted from the input frame to produce a 
residual image (different betWeen predicted and actual pixel 
values). The motion compensation can be done using the 
segmentation approach described earlier or simply on a 
block by block basis (as in H.263). The resulting motion 
vector information is coded and transmitted. 

[0095] (3) For each residual image computed in step (2), 
determine the region or regions of interest that require 
additional information to be sent. This can be done using the 
motion failure approach described earlier or simply on a 
macroblock basis by comparing the sum of the squared 
residual values in a macroblock to a threshold and including 
only those macroblocks above the threshold in the region of 
interest. This step produces a region of interest map. This 
map is coded and transmitted. Because the map information 
is correlated With the motion vector information in step (2), 
an alternative preferred embodiment codes and transmits the 
motion vector and map information together to reduce the 
number of bits required. 

[0096] (4) Using the residual image computed in step (2) 
and the region of interest map produced in step (3), values 
in the residual images that correspond to locations outside 
the region of interest map can be set to zero. This insures that 
values outside the region of interest Will not affect values 
Within the region of interest after Wavelet decomposition. 
Step (4) is optional and may not be appropriate if the region 
based Wavelet approach is applied to something besides 
motion compensated residuals. 

[0097] (5) The traditional multi-level Wavelet decomposi 
tion is applied to the image computed in step The 
number of ?ltering operations can be reduced (at the cost of 
more complexity) by performing the ?ltering only Within the 
regions of interest. HoWever, because of the zeroing from 
step (4), the same results Will be obtained by performing the 
?ltering on the entire image Which simpli?es the ?ltering 
stage. 

[0098] (6) The decomposed image produced in step (5) is 
next quantized and encoded. The region of interest map is 
used to specify Which corresponding Wavelet coef?cients in 
the decomposed subbands are to be considered. FIG. 10 
shoWs hoW the region of interest map is used to indicate 
Which subregions in the subbands are to be coded. Next, all 
coef?cients Within the subregions of interest are quantized 
and encoded. The preferred embodiment uses a modi?cation 
of the zerotree approach by Shapiro, Which combines cor 
relation betWeen subbands, scalar quantization and arith 
metic coding. The zerotree approach is applied to those 
coef?cients Within the subregions of interest. Other quanti 
zation and coding approaches could also be used if modi?ed 
to only code coef?cients Within the subregions of interest. 












